Background {#Sec1}
==========

Aging is detrimental; it is therefore hard to explain why it evolved \[[@CR1]\]. Aging clearly occurs in those multicellular organisms that evolved a division of labour between germ line and soma, rendering the soma disposable \[[@CR1],[@CR2]\]. Due to extrinsic mortality, natural selection may favour early reproduction at the cost of a reduced chance of reproduction later in life \[[@CR3]\]; similarly early reproduction is also favoured when populations expand \[[@CR4],[@CR5]\]. This leads to a trade-off in resource allocation between maintaining and repairing the disposable soma versus investing in reproduction, suggesting that evolution selects for an optimal investment in repair and hence optimal longevity, at least in multicellular organisms with a germ line \[[@CR1]\].

For unicellular bacteria in particular, it was commonly believed that such a division of labour into germ line and soma and therefore aging does not occur, although in fact aging was long known to occur in a eukaryotic unicellular organism, the budding yeast *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* \[[@CR6]\]. Budding yeast may have been seen as a special case not relevant to bacteria, although budding and other forms of asymmetric division also occur in bacteria \[[@CR7]\]. Moreover, regarding the evolutionary benefits of aging, it should not matter whether the organism is eukaryotic (e.g. a yeast) or prokaryotic (e.g. a bacterium); it should only matter whether it is unicellular (including cancer cell lines) or multicellular. Regarding molecular mechanisms, aging would also require some form of asymmetric division in unicellular organisms. Whatever the reason, the idea of aging as a universal hallmark of life, even affecting bacteria, was considered but dismissed in the 1950s and 1960s \[[@CR8]--[@CR13]\].

It was the discovery of aging in the fission yeast *Schizosaccharomyces pombe* \[[@CR14]\], which divides apparently symmetrically by binary fission like many bacteria, and then the discovery of aging in the asymmetrically dividing bacterium *Caulobacter crescentus* \[[@CR15]\] that rejuvenated the idea that aging may be a universal hallmark of life. This view was cemented further by the discovery of a limited degree of aging in the model bacterium *Escherichia coli* by Stewart and co-workers in 2005 \[[@CR16]\]. They showed that while cell division in *E. coli* was morphologically symmetric, it was not functionally symmetric: the old-pole cell, i.e. the daughter cell inheriting the older pole of the mother cell, grew more slowly and the new-pole cell grew faster than the mother cell, suggesting that the older pole was associated with more damage. This demonstrated the possibility of division of labour between daughter cells even if cells appear to divide symmetrically.

Since then, the evidence for aging in unicellular organisms in the sense of reduced growth rate of the old-pole cell has become less clear: some further studies supported a limited degree of aging in the bacteria *E. coli* \[[@CR17]\], *Bacillus subtilis* \[[@CR18]\], *Mycobacterium* spp. \[[@CR19]\], and the diatom *Ditylum brightwellii* \[[@CR20]\], while others found no evidence of aging in *E. coli* \[[@CR19],[@CR21],[@CR22]\] and other bacteria \[[@CR22]\] or the unicellular eukaryotic alga *Euglena gracilis* \[[@CR23]\]. Chao and co-workers \[[@CR24],[@CR25]\] pointed out that age, in the sense of the damaged fraction of cells, could reach a steady state in growing cells where damage accumulation would be balanced by damage dilution such that 'age' would not increase with time, and that this was the case in the studies of \[[@CR16],[@CR21]\]. Repair was not considered, but could be an additional process that removes damage. In such a steady-state age, damage would keep being formed, but the growth rate and condition of the cell would not deteriorate over time, nor would lifespan be reduced. This differs strongly from what is observed in the budding yeast \[[@CR6],[@CR26]\] and in *C. crescentus* \[[@CR15]\]. However, Wang and co-workers \[[@CR21]\] found that growth rates of *E. coli* old-pole cells grown in channels of a microfluidic device did not change over 200 generations, suggesting lifespan to be long. On the other hand, they also found that the probability of sudden events, such as death or filamentation (elongation into long filaments due to growth without cell division), increased with age, suggesting that at least some kind of damage accumulated during this apparent steady state. This is difficult to reconcile with the interpretation that these cells grew in a steady state of age. Moreover, different experimental conditions such as the presence of damaging agents or the expression of fluorescent proteins might also explain differences between studies \[[@CR27]\]. Adding a further note of caution, we know nothing of aging in Archaea, multicellular bacteria or those spherical bacteria that do not conserve the 'old pole' over consecutive divisions since their division plane cycles through orthogonal directions \[[@CR28]\].

Most recently, the fission yeast was shown not to age under benign conditions in a study that included following individual cells for at least 30 consecutive divisions \[[@CR29]\]. The two studies following cells for a large number of generations under benign conditions suggest that the growth rates of old-pole cells of *E. coli* \[[@CR21]\] and of the fission yeast \[[@CR29]\] may fluctuate but do not decline. Rather, death may become more likely with age in wild-type *E. coli* approaching the probability of death of an SOS repair deficient *lex*A3 mutant \[[@CR21]\]. In the fission yeast, death also appears to be a sudden and random event triggered by accidental partitioning of protein aggregates during cell division, rather than an active mechanism of damage segregation \[[@CR29]\].

In the wake of \[[@CR16]\], some mathematical models have been specifically developed to address the evolutionary question of the fitness benefits of aging in unicellular organisms \[[@CR5],[@CR24],[@CR30]--[@CR32]\]. These models differ in their assumptions and their treatment of key processes, making it difficult to describe them and their predictions briefly yet accurately; we will therefore discuss differences and the extent of experimental support for the various assumptions later. Taken together, these models predicted asymmetric division and absence of repair to be the fittest strategy, placing unicellular organisms into the division of labour terrain just like multicellular organisms. Note, however, that these models predicted complete asymmetry combined with complete absence of repair to be the fittest strategy. Neither predictions are correct \[[@CR24],[@CR27]\]: asymmetry is often very limited \[[@CR16]--[@CR20]\] or absent \[[@CR19],[@CR21],[@CR22],[@CR27],[@CR29]\] whilst dedicated molecular systems for the repair of damage are ubiquitous. Further, these repair mechanisms are inducible and deletions reduce fitness \[[@CR33],[@CR34]\].

Given the confusing experimental evidence and the incorrect predictions of previous mathematical models developed to explore consequences of aging, we revisit this question using iDynoMiCS, a generic individual-based model of the growth of unicellular organisms \[[@CR35]\]. iDynoMiCS and its precursors have been applied to a range of problems and its aging-independent elements, such as the simulation of the chemostat environment as well as growth and cell division, have thereby been validated. By adding the processes of accumulation, repair and segregation of damage, where the damage is either inert or toxic, we have extended iDynoMiCS to develop UnicellAge. Three differences from previous models are central: (i) inclusion of costly repair, (ii) continuous growth of individual cells catalysed by undamaged components of the cell, making any decrease of these catalytically active components by damage accumulation or increase by repair immediately effective, and (iii) growth rate dependence on resource concentration, leading to resource competition in dynamic environments.

We find that repair is always beneficial when damage accumulation is above a baseline rate. Further, there is an optimal investment in repair. In contrast, damage segregation is only beneficial in addition to damage repair if the damage accumulates at a high rate and is toxic and repair is inefficient. This suggests that repair should occur in all unicellular organisms, while damage segregation should be limited to toxic damage that cannot be repaired at reasonable cost. This is well in line with experimental evidence for many unicellular organisms where aging is either absent or minimal, at least under benign conditions. However, our model predictions are in contrast to the considerable degree of aging found in the budding bacterium *C. crescentus* and the budding yeast. We suggest that budding functions as a mechanism of cell division that facilitates damage segregation. The evolution of aging in these budding organisms can be explained by their ecology, as they are living in transient habitats where longevity is of little advantage. Overall, taking account of all experimental evidence in the light of the predicted fitness benefits clearly shows that the idea that aging is beneficial for unicellular organisms and therefore universal is overly simplistic.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Model development {#Sec3}
-----------------

We have embedded the three aging-related processes of damage accumulation, repair and segregation in iDynoMiCS \[[@CR35]\], a general individual-based model of the growth of microbial cells immersed in a given environment. Together with its predecessors, iDynoMiCS has been applied to colony \[[@CR36]\] and biofilm growth \[[@CR37],[@CR38]\], evolution of cooperation \[[@CR39]\], lag phase \[[@CR40]\], metabolic switching \[[@CR35]\] and plasmid transfer \[[@CR41]\], and thereby tested relatively well. We refer to our new iDynoMiCS-based aging model as UnicellAge as it is a general model for aging in all unicellular organisms, or unicells for short. iDynoMiCS and UnicellAge are open-source programs, which are freely available from \[[@CR42]\]. An overview of UnicellAge is given in Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The complete set of equations is in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, a figure showing the qualitative behaviour of the kinetics used is in Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}, and the symbols used are in Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}.Figure 1**Schematic of the model. (A)** The continuous processes of growth, damage accumulation and repair. Substrate (*S*) is taken up and converted into active protein (*P* ~*act*~). The substrate concentration may be either constant or dynamic, depending on the environment. This autocatalytic growth process is catalysed by the 'growth machinery', a fraction (1 − β) of active protein, producing more active protein. Active protein is converted at damage accumulation rate *a* into damaged protein (*P* ~*dam*~), which may inhibit the growth process if it is toxic. Damaged protein may also be repaired according to Equation 1 by the 'repair machinery', the other fraction of active protein (β). Protein represents the entire biomass. **(B)** The discontinuous process of cell division. Both daughter cells inherit the same amounts of total biomass on average, specified by the variable θ that is chosen from a truncated normal distribution with mean 0.5, standard deviation 0.025. They may acquire the same proportions of active and damaged protein (symmetric division) or the old-pole cell may take on all (or as much as possible) of the damaged protein (asymmetric division). These are the two extreme cases of a continuum denoted by the variable α. **(C)** In a constant environment, a cell is randomly replaced by a new cell formed upon cell division; this models external mortality. Substrate is taken up by the cells but its concentration does not change. **(D)** In a dynamic environment, substrate at concentration S~in~ is fed into the system, and cells and substrate at concentration *S* leave the system, all in proportion to the dilution rate *D*. Removal of cells is a form of extrinsic mortality. See Additional files 1,3 for more details.

In UnicellAge, cells grow by taking up nutrients from the environment, which automatically leads to competition for limiting resources. For example, cells with a strategy of damage repair can compete against cells with a strategy of damage segregation. Fitness emerges from this interaction rather than being defined by some arbitrary measure, such as population size after a certain time. The fitter strategy wins the competition significantly more frequently.

Modelling growth {#Sec4}
----------------

Each individual cell in the model is composed of just two types of biomass, both referred to simply as 'protein' \[[@CR43]\]: intact, active protein *P*~*act*~ and damaged protein *P*~*dam*~ (Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). Only active protein catalyses biomass growth: the consumption of substrate resulting in the production of more catalytically active biomass. Note that this autocatalytic nature of growth leads to an exponentially increasing rate of biomass growth of a damage-free cell. Such exponential growth of single cells during their cell cycle is empirically well supported by most studies of unicellular organisms \[[@CR21],[@CR44]--[@CR47]\]. However, some studies of the fission yeast \[[@CR48],[@CR49]\] and *E. coli* \[[@CR50]\] provided evidence for bilinear growth. Nevertheless, bilinear growth can be approximated by exponential growth. We have also examined linear growth for comparison with previous models that make this assumption \[[@CR5],[@CR24],[@CR32]\] (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). To describe the dependence of growth rate on substrate concentration we chose Monod kinetics (Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}B) as appropriate for a non-toxic, sole growth-limiting substrate, e.g. growth of *E. coli* on glucose \[[@CR51]\].

Modelling damage accumulation and repair {#Sec5}
----------------------------------------

Active protein is converted to damaged protein at an environmentally determined, constant rate of damage accumulation *a*, in line with those previous models based on continuous time processes \[[@CR5],[@CR24],[@CR32]\]. We assume that once damaged, material can be repaired by a lumped repair process requiring resources and specialised proteins, such as chaperones and proteases, known as 'repair machinery'. Cells have evolved sophisticated mechanisms of repair that can be induced in response to stress \[[@CR33],[@CR34],[@CR52]--[@CR55]\]. For example, misfolded proteins can be refolded by ATP-dependent chaperones or failing that degraded by ATP-dependent proteases. Chaperones also prevent misfolding. Oxidatively damaged proteins can be degraded by proteases although the formation of cross-links may impede proteolysis \[[@CR34]\]. If the capacity for such repair is exceeded, e.g. during stress, misfolded proteins aggregate temporarily to become later disaggregated and preferentially refolded or alternatively degraded by bi-chaperone systems \[[@CR33],[@CR34]\]. Elevated expression of proteasome or disaggregase activities can prevent the accumulation of aggregates and hence aging of budding yeast \[[@CR56]\]. Similarly, elevated expression of superoxide dismutase in *E. coli* reduces formation of protein aggregates to below wild-type levels \[[@CR57]\].

Importantly, repair processes, defences against e.g. reactive oxygen species, and their expression levels could evolve to adapt to recurring stresses provided this would increase fitness. For this reason, we do not prescribe details and expression levels of repair and defence processes as we are asking an evolutionary question. What is essential is to consider the costs of repair, and there are two types of cost in UnicellAge: (i) protein dedicated to repair cannot contribute to growth, so that the conversion of substrate into new active biomass, and thus growth rate, becomes reduced in proportion to β, the fraction of protein dedicated to repair (Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}C); (ii) some material has to be consumed in the repair process to generate the required resources, such as energy and building blocks. Refolding requires less energy than proteolysis plus re-synthesis, but even proteolysis will release intact monomers that can be recycled in the synthesis of new polymers. Hence, the efficiency of converting damaged material into new material should be higher than the efficiency of converting a single type of monomer, the growth substrate glucose, into all monomers required \[[@CR58]\]. In summary, the efficiency of repair should be higher than the efficiency of growth (known as the growth yield) on glucose of 44% \[[@CR59]\] but lower than 100%. By default we assume an efficiency of 80%.

Repair and growth machineries are considered to be equally susceptible to damage. For simplicity, we assume that the rate of repair, *r*, is proportional to the concentration of damage and proportional to the concentration of repair machinery (Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}D), and that this rate saturates similar to Michaelis--Menten enzyme kinetics as some maximal rate of repair cannot be exceeded. This gives$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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as the simplest kinetics satisfying these assumptions. Some previous models have not included repair at all \[[@CR24]\], while others have assumed that damage decays with a certain, fixed rate \[[@CR5],[@CR32]\]. The difference between *repair* in our model and damage *decay* in previous models is twofold: (i) decay is assumed to follow first-order kinetics like spontaneous, radioactive decay, i.e. decay is not catalysed by repair machinery; (ii) in decay, the material is lost while in repair some of the material is recycled.

Modelling toxicity of damaged material {#Sec6}
--------------------------------------

While it is known that some types of damaged material have some inhibitory or toxic effects \[[@CR54],[@CR60]\], the empirical evidence for an overall toxic effect of damage is weak. If damage were *inert*, one would expect the specific growth rate of a cell to be proportional to the fraction of catalytically active material it contains. As a corollary, specific growth rate should decline linearly with the fraction of damage, i.e. the age of the cell. The decline of reproductive output or specific growth rate with age appears to be approximately linear in *C. crescentus* \[[@CR15],[@CR61]\] and, albeit to a much lesser extent, in *E. coli* \[[@CR16],[@CR17]\] and *B. subtilis* \[[@CR18]\]. If damage were *toxic*, one would expect the specific growth rate of the cell to decline more strongly than linear, resulting in a concave quadratic relationship (Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}A). Such a concave quadratic relationship was found to be statistically significant only in some experiments with *C. crescentus* \[[@CR31]\], but the deviation from a linear dependency was rather small. The small deviation from a linear relationship observed could be due to a residual activity of damaged material compensating a stronger toxic effect, or due to efficient repair of the damage masking the true rate of toxic damage accumulation. For these two reasons, toxicity may only appear to be absent. As the evidence is not conclusive, we compare both cases, inert versus toxic damage, in UnicellAge. In previous models, toxicity has either been neglected or included in various ways (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}).Table 1**Summary of assumptions and predictions of various aging modelsAssumptionsPredictionsGrowth & DivisionEffect of damageRemoval of damageEnvironment**Watve *et al*. (2006) \[[@CR30]\]: Leslie matrix model with multiple cellular components of different agesGrowth rates of cellular components decline with their age. Cells divide after a fixed time without any restriction on daughter cell sizes. Cells die if they are in the oldest age class and no longer contribute to population growth'Toxicity' considered by assuming oldest and slowest growing components to be growth rate limitingRepair converts oldest into newest components without growth rate costConstantAsymmetric division increases population growth rate over the symmetric case if older components in the latter are 'toxic' and decline of growth rate with age is above minimal. Repair increases population growth rate since repair turns old into new components at no growth rate costAckermann *et al*. (2007) \[[@CR31]\]: evolutionary model where survival depends on damage and repairCells do not grow, yet divide after a fixed timeDamage decreases survival probabilityRepair removes damage, at cost of decreased survival probabilityConstant, extrinsic mortalityRepair is only beneficial in symmetrically dividing cells. The best strategy is complete asymmetry without any repairErjavec *et al*. (2008) \[[@CR32]\]: metabolic model of growing cellsGrowth of cells linear; cells divide once active protein reaches a thresholdDamage toxicNo repair but decay of active and damaged protein; decay without cost, no recycling of damaged into active proteinConstantAsymmetry of damage partitioning beneficial, the stronger the asymmetry, the higher the benefit. Symmetry beneficial if offspring are smaller unless damage accumulation rate too highChao (2010) \[[@CR24]\]: damage affects time between divisionsCells acquire active and damaged protein at linear rates; cells divide once active protein reaches a thresholdDamage toxic by linearly decreasing growth rateRepair absentConstant, extrinsic mortalityComplete asymmetry has highest mean fitness apart from a narrow region of intermediate damage accumulation rates where the fittest strategy is slightly below complete asymmetryRashidi *et al*. (2012) \[[@CR5]\]: energy budget modelCells grow and prevent damage accumulation depending on energy allocated to growth and prevention, with a fixed total energy budget for the cellNo effect on growth or division, but can trigger instant cell death if above thresholdDamage is degraded but not repaired (recycled)ConstantAsymmetry ensures survival of the population at high damage accumulation rates in the absence of degradation. Symmetrically dividing cells invest just enough into damage prevention to avoid instant deathUnicellAge: metabolic model of growing and repairing cells competing for resourcesCells grow exponentially by consuming resource; cells divide once total protein reaches a thresholdDamage inert or toxicRepair by active protein that does not contribute to growth; repair recycles material with a certain efficiencyConstant or dynamic, extrinsic mortalityRepair better than asymmetry unless damage accumulation rate high, damage toxic and efficiency of repair low

Modelling time {#Sec7}
--------------

All processes in UnicellAge occur continuously and concurrently, apart from discrete events such as cell division. As a consequence, any formation of new damage will decrease, and any repair of damage will increase, the specific rate of growth with immediate effect rather than once per generation. Another consequence of continuous time processes is that cells do not have to be divided after a certain, fixed generation time as in \[[@CR30],[@CR31]\]. Rather, cells with different amounts of damage will grow at different rates and divide at different times in UnicellAge, as in \[[@CR5],[@CR24],[@CR32]\]. Recent high-precision measurements in *E. coli* confirm the assumption made in UnicellAge that cell division is triggered by cell size rather than a timing mechanism \[[@CR62]\].

Modelling cell division {#Sec8}
-----------------------

Regarding division of volume, cells are assumed to divide instantly into roughly equally sized daughter cells upon reaching a threshold volume (Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). Limited random variation of daughter cell sizes around the average 50:50, models the imprecision of cell division and leads to desynchronisation of cell divisions amongst offspring (see Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} for details). Since age-related changes of cell size at division have either not been noticed \[[@CR15],[@CR17],[@CR18],[@CR21],[@CR22] for *E. coli*[@CR31]\] or if noticed have been small \[[@CR16],[@CR22] for*Methylobacterium extorquens*\], we assume that the volume triggering cell division is the total volume of the cell regardless of how much of it is active or damaged material. However, we change this assumption for comparison with \[[@CR32]\] in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}.

Regarding damage segregation, we follow the scheme of \[[@CR32]\] for partitioning active and damaged material between the old-pole and new-pole inheriting daughter cells at division (Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). This scheme employs an asymmetry parameter α that can take any value between 0 for completely symmetric division (i.e. no damage segregation) leading to identical offspring and 1 for completely asymmetric division where one daughter cell takes all the damage (up to the capacity of the cell). The daughter cell inheriting more of the damage represents the daughter cell inheriting the older cell pole from the mother. We simulated complete symmetry, complete asymmetry and various intermediate asymmetries.

Modelling a constant environment {#Sec9}
--------------------------------

To compare our results more directly with all previous models, which have not included any competition for dynamic resources, we have also implemented a constant environment. For this case, substrate concentration is kept constant and the total population size is maintained at 1,000 cells by removing an individual at random each time a division occurs (Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}C). This implements extrinsic mortality, which is important since extrinsic mortality is the reason why early reproduction is favoured by natural selection \[[@CR3]\]. Note that only some models include extrinsic mortality (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}).

Modelling a dynamic environment {#Sec10}
-------------------------------

The constant environment is clearly unrealistic, so we have followed the tradition of using the chemostat to assess experimentally or theoretically the fitness of different strategies competing for the same limiting resource. A chemostat is an open, well-mixed system where fresh resources are supplied, and cells and left over resources are removed, with a constant dilution rate *D* (Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}D, see Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} for more details). This system reaches a steady state where growth is balanced by dilution. Since specific growth rate in the chemostat will become equal to the fixed dilution rate in the steady state, growth rate cannot be used to assess fitness. Rather, the steady-state substrate concentration can be used to assess the fitness of single strategies in isolation because the ability to grow as fast as the dilution rate at a *lower* substrate concentration confers *higher* fitness \[[@CR63],[@CR64]\]. Note that dilution is a form of extrinsic mortality, so both environments feature extrinsic mortality.

Determination of fitness {#Sec11}
------------------------

Specific growth rate in the constant environment, or substrate concentration sustaining sufficient growth rate in the steady state of a chemostat, are important contributing factors to fitness, but ultimately, fitness cannot be determined in single-species cultures since it emerges from the interactions between strategies. Therefore, fitness has to be evaluated by competition of two strategies in a given environment, counting how often a strategy becomes extinct or fixed in the population, as described in Methods.

Repair is fitter than damage segregation {#Sec12}
----------------------------------------

We compared the fitness of damage repair and damage segregation strategies, assuming damage to be either inert or toxic, and varying all aging-related parameters: the investment in repair, the efficiency of repair, the degree of asymmetry and the rate of damage accumulation. All strategies were evaluated in two well-mixed environments, with constant or dynamic resources, as well as in isolation (pure culture) and in competition (mixed culture). Apart from very low damage accumulation rates, the fittest strategy was repair of damage but not damage segregation (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}).Table 2**Overview of which strategy is fittest depending on conditionsDamage accumulation rate (h** ^**−1**^ **)EnvironmentDamage inertDamage toxic**0.01ConstantNSODynamicSOSO0.05ConstantSOSODynamicSOSO0.10ConstantSOSODynamicSOSO0.15ConstantSOSODynamicSOSO0.20ConstantSOSODynamicSOSO0.25ConstantSOSODynamicSOSODamage accumulation rate and environment were varied for inert and toxic damage that was repaired at a certain optimal investment in repair determined beforehand. Fitness was evaluated by competition. Strategies were: (N) non-repairers regardless of the damage segregation strategy when the latter had insignificant effects on fitness; (S) symmetric division and (O) optimal repair.

If damage was inert, fitness differences between strategies were minute (Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}A,C; Additional files [4](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}A,C and [5](#MOESM5){ref-type="media"}). Nevertheless, these minute differences were large enough to result in statistically significant differences in competitiveness in most cases, particularly between strategies that repair but differ in damage segregation. Indeed, the only set of conditions under which the fitnesses of the higher-ranked strategies were found to be indistinguishable was the most benign, i.e., when damage was inert and accumulated at the lowest rate of 0.01 h^−1^ in the constant environment. Under all other sets of conditions tested, there was a clearly superior strategy (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}; Additional file [5](#MOESM5){ref-type="media"}).Figure 2**Fitness of damage repair and segregation strategies with increasing damage accumulation rates.** The fitness of both the completely symmetric (S, blue) and completely asymmetric (A, red) damage segregation strategies increased when combined with repair (solid lines with no repair, N, dash-dotted lines with optimal repair, O). As expected, optimal repair was always fittest, and in this combination symmetric was best. Fitness differences were much smaller when damage was inert **(A, C)** than when it was toxic **(B, D)**. Note that in the constant environment **(A, B)**, single-strategy fitness is determined by specific growth rate, while in the dynamic environment **(C, D)**, it is determined by the ability to persist at the lowest substrate concentration. Error bars show standard deviations (*n* = 400). concn, concentration.

If damage was toxic, the fitness differences between strategies were more apparent, becoming very strong at high damage accumulation rates (Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}B,D; Additional file [4](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}B,D). Nevertheless, there were still a few instances of statistically insignificant differences in competitiveness of lower ranked strategies at low damage accumulation rates (Additional file [5](#MOESM5){ref-type="media"}).

Optimal investment in repair machinery {#Sec13}
--------------------------------------

An optimal investment in repair machinery is expected given that repair is both beneficial, by turning damaged protein into active protein, and costly. This would suggest that strategies become well adapted to their long-term environmental conditions. Indeed, an optimal, positive investment in repair existed for all damage segregation strategies and environments (Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}; Additional files [4](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"},[6](#MOESM6){ref-type="media"},[7](#MOESM7){ref-type="media"}). These optima were often quite broad (Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that investment in repair remains almost optimal for small changes in environmental conditions. The optima were broader for asymmetrically dividing cells and this might give these strategies an advantage if damage accumulation rates fluctuate. One would also expect that the optimal investment in repair increases in proportion to the damage accumulation rate, and this was more or less the case (Additional file [7](#MOESM7){ref-type="media"}). With optimal repair, fitness never declined sharply at high damage accumulation rates (Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}B) since cells remained rather young even at the highest damage accumulation rate (Additional file [8](#MOESM8){ref-type="media"}B). In the chemostat, optimal repair slightly decreases growth yield for inert damage, but increases growth yield for toxic damage (Additional files [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"},[9](#MOESM9){ref-type="media"}). As mentioned, experimental studies have rarely found growth rate to decline more strongly than linearly, although one would expect this if damage were non-catalytic and toxic. Our results suggest that optimal repair, which led to a linear decline of growth rate even if damage was toxic, can effectively mask toxic effects (Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}B; Additional file [4](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}B).Figure 3**Existence of optimal investment in repair for both symmetric and asymmetric damage segregation strategies.** The dependence of the mean specific growth rate on the level of investment in repair β is shown for completely asymmetric (red) and completely symmetric (blue) segregation strategies over a range of damage accumulation rates. Optimal investment in repair β is indicated by circles. The optimum was at a higher β for symmetric division. Fitness at the optimal β for symmetric division was higher than the fitness at the optimal β for asymmetric division. Repair was more beneficial if damage was not segregated. Damage is assumed to be **(A)** inert or **(B)** toxic. The environment is constant. Error bars show standard deviations (*n* = 400).

Interaction between repair and segregation {#Sec14}
------------------------------------------

Since repair of damage was found to be beneficial, the next question was whether it is best to repair and segregate damage or just repair damage. In both environments and for inert and toxic damage, the fittest strategy was to repair damage optimally but not to segregate it (Figures [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"},[3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}; Additional files [4](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"},[5](#MOESM5){ref-type="media"},[6](#MOESM6){ref-type="media"}). An intermediate degree of segregation (mid-symmetric) resulted in an intermediate fitness (Additional file [6](#MOESM6){ref-type="media"}). While repair was always beneficial, this benefit was more pronounced if the damage was not also segregated. As a corollary, the less damage was repaired the more beneficial it became to segregate it: if damage was inert and not repaired, asymmetric division became about as fit as symmetric division; if damage was toxic and not repaired, asymmetric division was fitter than symmetric division (Figures [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"},[3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}; Additional files [4](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"},[5](#MOESM5){ref-type="media"}), in line with results of previous models \[[@CR5],[@CR24],[@CR30]--[@CR32]\].

Benefits of repair {#Sec15}
------------------

Another question was why the benefits of repair outweighed the costs. As a consequence of investment in repair being optimal, optimally repairing cells had a higher fraction of active protein than those investing too little in repair (Additional file [8](#MOESM8){ref-type="media"}). Those investing too much in repair had a higher fraction of active protein than those investing optimally. However, optimally repairing cells did have more active protein *that was dedicated to growth* (recall that repair machinery cannot contribute to growth). If damage was toxic, this led to an additional benefit: optimally repairing cells also contained less damage hindering growth.

Population age structure {#Sec16}
------------------------

Firstly, we followed a single asymmetrically dividing cell over consecutive divisions. The specific growth rate of an old-pole cell, the cell that inherited all of the damaged protein at each division, declined from generation to generation (Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}A). In this example, old-pole cells of non-repairers grew at a lower specific growth rate than optimally repairing cells, already after the first cell division. Only the new-pole cells of non-repairers grew at higher specific growth rates than cells repairing damage optimally. Another advantage of repair was that it increased the number of generations over which an old-pole cell remained viable (Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}A). Note that this benefit of an extended lifespan of the old-pole cell could be reduced by extrinsic mortality, as present in the simulations, so that cells were unlikely to survive into old age (Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}C,D).Figure 4**Effect of repair on specific growth rate. (A)** Following asymmetrically dividing single cells over consecutive cell divisions, indicated by numbers, in which they repeatedly inherited all damage (old-pole cells), shows that the specific growth rate of a cell without repair (red) starts higher but decreases faster than that of a cell with optimal repair (magenta, β = 0.07). Specific growth rates of symmetrically dividing cells do not change at division giving horizontal lines: lower without repair (blue) than with optimal repair (cyan, β = 0.07). **(B)** Specific growth rate distribution in steady-state populations of asymmetrically dividing cells. Only new-pole cells grow faster without repair (red) than with optimal repair (magenta). **(C, D)** Snapshots of age and size distributions in the population without repair **(C)** or with optimal repair **(D)**. Each dot represents a cell with a certain mass and age. Age is constant, i.e. in a steady state, in symmetrically dividing cells, and reduced with optimal repair. In asymmetrically dividing cells, young cells grow older during the cell cycle while the damage that older cells have inherited can become diluted by growth, which decreases age during the cell cycle. Cells are younger with optimal repair. **(A-D)** The environment was constant and damage toxic, accumulating at a rate of 0.1 h^−1^.

Secondly, we examined the benefits of repair for asymmetrically dividing cells at the population level, i.e. where an ancestor produced a lineage of offspring, leading to a clonal population with age structure (Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}C,D). The snapshots of the population age structures show several generations and in each generation cells in different phases of their division cycle (from approximately 300 to 600 fg dry mass). Age during the division cycle can increase due to damage accumulation, or decrease because of dilution of damage due to growth. The former is more likely if the cell has initially little damage and *vice versa*. Due to extrinsic mortality, there are fewer cells in older generations. With optimal repair, there are more generations and the ages are younger and closer together as the increase of age during the division cycle is reduced. The youngest age cohort of non-repairers was the only one growing at a faster specific rate than optimal repairers. For all other ages, optimal repairers grew faster, and the difference increased the older the cells became (Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}B).

Symmetrically dividing cells, in contrast, were all of equal age (Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}C,D), i.e. containing the same fraction of damage, and therefore growing at the same specific growth rate (Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}A). In this case, the specific growth rate was higher if damage was repaired optimally than if it was not repaired, for all cells (Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}A). In summary, optimal repair contributed most to fitness, while symmetry provided an additional advantage, in all cases (Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}; Additional file [5](#MOESM5){ref-type="media"}).

When repair is not beneficial {#Sec17}
-----------------------------

In the absence of measurements, we have so far assumed that 80% of the mass of the damaged material being repaired can be recycled into undamaged material, allowing for a small energy requirement for refolding denatured proteins and a larger energy requirement for degrading and re-synthesising those that are not refolded. The default parameter of 80% comes from assuming that recycling is about twice as efficient as *de novo* synthesis from glucose, but this is only an estimate so we have tested lower repair efficiencies as well.

If damage was inert, the optimal investment in repair fell to zero if the recycling efficiency was reduced to 60% or 40%. In this case, fitness of symmetric or asymmetric damage segregation was not significantly different (Additional file [10](#MOESM10){ref-type="media"}). If damage was toxic, the optimal investment in repair was lower but remained above zero in all cases, even if the efficiency of repair was lower than *de novo* synthesis. In combination with optimal repair, symmetric division was fitter at low damage accumulation rates. Damage segregation, in combination with optimal repair, became the fittest strategy at high enough damage accumulation rates (Additional file [10](#MOESM10){ref-type="media"}).

When asymmetry is better than repair {#Sec18}
------------------------------------

Looking at results from the perspective of the advantages of asymmetric division rather than the advantages of repair, the range of aging parameters under which asymmetry is advantageous can be made explicit. Damage segregation was beneficial at sufficiently high damage accumulation rates provided that damage was toxic and repair inefficient (Figures [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"},[3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}; Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}; Additional files [4](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"},[10](#MOESM10){ref-type="media"}). If damage was inert and repair optimal but inefficient, the fitnesses of symmetric and asymmetric damage segregation were not significantly different (Additional file [10](#MOESM10){ref-type="media"}).

Dependence of predictions on model assumptions {#Sec19}
----------------------------------------------

So far, we have evaluated the sensitivity of results to changes of all aging parameters (damage accumulation rate *a*, investment in repair β, damage segregation α, efficiency of repair *Y*~*r*~ and toxicity of damage) and examined this in two environments. Now we look at the sensitivity of results towards *structural changes* in the model, i.e. changing assumptions and equations rather than parameters (see Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} for more details). In particular, we examine the effect of replacing our assumptions with those made in a previous model that did not include repair and assumed damage to be toxic, but otherwise followed the same approach of letting cells grow and accumulate damage continuously and dividing cells when they reach a threshold size \[[@CR32]\].

The model in \[[@CR32]\] differs in three respects. Firstly, it includes decay rather than repair. In UnicellAge, whether or not spontaneous decay of active and damaged material was included, asymmetric division was beneficial at higher damage accumulation rates in the absence of repair and damage being toxic, in agreement with \[[@CR32]\] (Additional files [11](#MOESM11){ref-type="media"},[12](#MOESM12){ref-type="media"}). Therefore decay, which requires no investment in repair machinery but does not recycle any material, is no replacement for repair. Secondly, the model in \[[@CR32]\] lets division be triggered by active mass rather than total mass reaching a threshold. In UnicellAge, this had no effect on results for cells growing exponentially, but did change results completely if cells followed a linear growth law (Additional files [11](#MOESM11){ref-type="media"},[12](#MOESM12){ref-type="media"}). As growth of microbial cells is genuinely or approximately exponential, (see [Modelling growth](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}), it would generally not matter whether cell division is triggered by total or active mass. Thirdly, the model in \[[@CR32]\] assumes cells grow linearly rather than exponentially. In UnicellAge, results are qualitatively the same whether the cells grow linearly or exponentially, but only if the division is triggered by active mass, otherwise, there is no advantage in damage segregation with linear growth (Additional files [11](#MOESM11){ref-type="media"},[12](#MOESM12){ref-type="media"}). This suggests that assumptions that one might regard as peripheral can affect conclusions. We have confirmed the results of \[[@CR32]\] that damage segregation is beneficial if the damage accumulation rate is high, the damage is toxic and repair does not occur.

Minimal aging {#Sec20}
-------------

The results of UnicellAge suggested that all damage should be repaired rather than segregated, if repair is biochemically possible, optimal and sufficiently efficient (Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, Additional file [10](#MOESM10){ref-type="media"}). Now we compare these predictions with data (Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}A) that suggest minimal aging does occur in some unicells such as *E. coli*. Note, however, that not all studies found evidence for aging in *E. coli* or some other unicells. Nevertheless, let us assume that, for whatever reason, a fraction of the damage arising may not be repaired before cell division. This should be a small fraction, perhaps about 10% of the total damage accumulated during a generation. For such recalcitrant damage, UnicellAge predicts that it should indeed be completely segregated if it is toxic (see the case of zero investment in repair in Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). If it were inert, the effect would be very small (Figures [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"},[3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}), and presumably impossible to detect experimentally. Let us further assume that not all of this recalcitrant and toxic damage can be as perfectly segregated as it should, e.g. because the segregation of a few large protein aggregates is quite stochastic \[[@CR65]\], so asymmetry would be somewhat below perfect.Figure 5**Comparison with some experimental results for** ***E. coli*** **.** Mean growth rates of new-pole cells (blue) and old-pole cells (red), normalised by generation. Error bars show standard deviation. **(A)** Measured growth rates of *E. coli* as published in \[[@CR16]\] but without removing rates from lower quality fits (*n* = 2 to 30). **(B,C)** Results of UnicellAge lineage simulations mimicking the experimental set-up of **(A)**. The standard deviation of asymmetry was 0.25 and coefficients of variation were 0.05 for both the cell radius triggering division and mass fractions of daughter cells; see Figures S6,S7 for the effect of changing the extent of stochasticity in these processes. **(B)** Simulation assuming a high degree of segregation (α = 0.75) of low amounts of damage (*a* = 0.04 h^−1^) (*n* = 26 to 30). **(C)** Simulation assuming low degree of segregation (α = 0.05) of high amounts of damage (*a* = 0.35 h^−1^) (*n* = 30). Both scenarios **(B, C)** are consistent with the data **(A)**, but only **(B)** is consistent with predictions of UnicellAge.

Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}B shows that this scenario of largely complete segregation of small amounts of non-repairable, toxic damage can explain the observed specific growth rate reduction of old-pole cells of *E. coli* (compare with Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}A showing unfiltered data from the study of \[[@CR17]\]). Additional files [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, [13](#MOESM13){ref-type="media"} and [14](#MOESM14){ref-type="media"} show that stochastic variation of asymmetry only had a strong effect if asymmetry was small and that stochastic variation of other parameters had little, if any, effect. Note that we were not fitting the model to the data, since these data do not provide sufficient information for fitting key parameters such as the rates of damage accumulation and repair. Importantly, the alternative scenario shown in Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}C of minimal segregation of larger amounts of damage can also explain the experimental data, demonstrating that at least two aging scenarios are consistent with these data, while only the first scenario is consistent with predictions of UnicellAge.

Discussion {#Sec21}
==========

We explain why key results between models differ and examine which models' assumptions and predictions are empirically better supported. Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows the conceptual structure of the various models: the components considered and the processes that produce or remove or interconvert components, apart from the model of Watve *et al.* \[[@CR30]\], which is conceptually too different to be described in this framework. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} also describes the latter model, and summarises assumptions and predictions for all.Figure 6**Comparison of the models.** The components and processes producing, removing or interconverting the components in various mathematical models, apart from Watve *et al*. \[[@CR30]\], which does not fit into this framework. See Table 1 for a description of the assumptions and predictions of these models, including \[[@CR30]\].

Repair is beneficial if costs and benefits immediately affect growth {#Sec22}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Overall, previous models have supported the notion that repair of damage is not beneficial, but as assumptions vary, results also vary (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). If repair has been considered at all, it has either been implemented as removal of damage rather than return to active protein (with or without cost), or conversion of oldest components into newest without any cost (Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). How these differences lead to different predictions is best explained comparing UnicellAge with the conceptually clear and simple model of Ackermann *et al.* \[[@CR31]\]. They assumed that repair removes a certain amount of damage from the cell. Since cells in their model are vehicles of damage without size or catalytically active protein, adding or removing damage cannot affect cell growth and division. Hence, repair cannot immediately improve growth rate by turning damaged material into active material as in UnicellAge. Instead, the benefits of repair are delayed as cells with less damage are more likely to survive after cell division. Costs of repair were implemented by linearly reducing the probability of survival into the next generation with increasing investment in repair \[[@CR31]\]. They found that repair is not beneficial if damage can be segregated; the best strategy is complete asymmetry without repair. The absence of an autocatalytic growth process leading to cell division as soon as a critical size is reached prevents the immediate advantage that repair has in UnicellAge. Note that this immediate advantage is not forced in the model, but an emergent effect deriving from the interactions of damage repair and growth.

None of the previous models has implemented repair in such a way that both costs and benefits are realistically accounted for. If repair has no growth rate cost, it is always beneficial \[[@CR30]\]. If repair has no immediate benefit on growth rate, it either does not improve fitness \[[@CR31]\], or the bare minimum is employed to avert sudden death \[[@CR5]\]. If repair is simply decay \[[@CR32]\] it has no fitness benefit, as we showed by re-implementing their model (see Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Only if repair has both immediate benefits and costs as in UnicellAge, is there an optimal investment in repair machinery that depends on environmental conditions. Such optimal repair is predicted to improve fitness in the environments we tested, i.e. in long-lasting steady-state environments with random external mortality with or without resource competition. Key features of the model and results are summarised in Figure [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 7**Summary of UnicellAge and key findings.** Repair benefits growth immediately despite certain costs by returning damaged protein into active protein. This leads to an optimal investment in repair β, which is higher if damage is not segregated, leading to higher fitness of repairing but not aging cells.

Evidence supports the prediction that repair is beneficial {#Sec23}
----------------------------------------------------------

Importantly, all organisms studied in this regard have evolved active mechanisms to prevent the formation of, and to repair, various types of non-genetic damage: superoxide dismutases, catalases and reactive oxygen species scavengers prevent oxidative damage, various chaperones prevent misfolding or refold misfolded proteins, bi-chaperone systems disaggregate aggregates of misfolded proteins, and various proteases degrade proteins too damaged to be refolded \[[@CR34],[@CR52]\]. Sophisticated defence and repair systems have obviously evolved despite their consumption of ATP and other resources, suggesting that the fitness benefits outweigh the costs, exactly as predicted by UnicellAge. Costs have been reduced in the course of evolution by making the systems inducible \[[@CR34]\] such that their expression is more or less optimal under given environmental conditions. This suggests that the optimal investment in repair identified in UnicellAge will typically be realised *in vivo*.

Further support for the predictions of UnicellAge comes from the following findings: damage reduces fitness in a dosage-dependent manner \[[@CR55]\]; repair mutants have reduced fitness \[[@CR54]\]; a repair mutant had an increased rate of aging \[[@CR33]\] and overexpression of defence systems (superoxide dismutase) \[[@CR57]\] or overexpression of disaggregase activity reduces the amount of protein aggregates \[[@CR56]\]. Experimental evidence, therefore, supports the prediction of UnicellAge that optimal repair evolved to be the major mechanism to deal with damage.

Aging under benign conditions in the laboratory is pronounced in some unicells that inhabit transient environments (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). We will discuss this in depth later, but mention it here because it suggests that such unicells invest less in repair than other unicells such as *E. coli* that show minimal aging. This highlights that organisms can evolve to deal with damage by segregation or repair, and have done so depending on their ecology. The minimal damage segregation due to sufficient investment in repair observed in *E. coli*, and other unicells living in lasting environments, confirms the prediction of UnicellAge for stable environments.Table 3**Summary of experimental evidenceOrganismKey experimental findingsNamePhylogenyEcology**Cell division by budding facilitating damage segregation*Saccharomyces cerevisiae*AscomycotaSpoils environmentLimited number of generations of mother cell, sharp increase of generation time of mother cell starting a few generations before death (benign) \[[@CR26]\], protein aggregates tethered to organelles that remain in mother cell enabling segregation of unrepaired damage \[[@CR66]\]*Caulobacter crescentus*α-ProteobacteriaAttached to short-lived surfacesMarked decline of growth rate of mother cell over time (benign) \[[@CR15],[@CR31],[@CR61]\]Cell division by binary fission*Schizosaccharomyces pombe*AscomycotaSpoils environmentNo apparent decline of growth rate over ≥30 generations (benign), sudden death of mother cell when aggregates accumulate under stress \[[@CR29]\]*Methylobacterium extorquens*α-Proteobacteria (Gram-negative)Plant leaves, relatively long-lived but seasonalNo decline of growth rate over five generations (benign) \[[@CR22]\]*Escherichia coli*γ-Proteobacteria (Gram-negative)Grows in relatively long-lived colon, survives outside hostNo decline of growth rate over three generations (benign) \[[@CR22]\]No difference in growth rates between old- and new-pole siblings (benign) \[[@CR67]\]No decline of growth rate (benign) but decline in the presence of streptomycin \[[@CR27]\]Slow decline of growth rate over seven generations in the presence of FPs \[[@CR16],[@CR17]\]No decline of growth rate over approximately 200 generations in microfluidic device in the presence of FPs, but increased probability of sudden death \[[@CR21]\]Stronger aging after mild heat shock or in a repair mutant (chaperone *clpB* deletion) (in presence of FPs) \[[@CR33]\]Reduced protein aggregate formation if superoxide dismutase overexpressed \[[@CR57]\]*Bacillus subtilis*Firmicutes (Gram-positive)Grows in soil while nutrients present, then sporulatesSimilar to *E. coli*, slow decline of growth rate over four generations under fluorescence microscope \[[@CR18]\]*Mycobacterium* spp.Actinobacteria (Gram-positive)Pathogen remaining inside host cells for yearsComplex growth pattern: alternating polar growth of cell wall, cycling between fast and slow growth, age of pole different from age of sidewall and rest of cell, minimal decline of growth rate with age of sidewall in the presence of FPs \[[@CR19]\]Phototrophic organisms have been excluded from this table since they are less well studied whilst their diurnal life cycle is more complicated. Cells growing in the absence of external stresses and damaging agents, such as streptomycin and not expressing fluorescent proteins (FPs), were considered to grow under benign conditions. Any other conditions are indicated explicitly. For an in-depth discussion of the ecology of the organisms see Additional file 1.

Damage segregation on top of repair is beneficial under stress {#Sec24}
--------------------------------------------------------------

Collectively, previous models have shown damage segregation to be more advantageous than repair, but not always under all conditions (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Note that Erjavec *et al.* \[[@CR32]\] concluded that damage segregation is fittest when division leads to equally sized offspring, but that symmetry may be advantageous when offspring are smaller, as in the budding yeast. This conclusion is in conflict with evidence of aging in the budding rather than fission yeast and may be a consequence of not including repair as an alternative mechanism of dealing with damage.

We found that optimal repair plus segregation of damage was the fittest strategy under severe conditions, i.e. if damage was toxic and accumulated at a high rate whilst repair was inefficient. Under more benign conditions, optimal repair without damage segregation was the best strategy in the steady-state environments examined. Thus, UnicellAge results suggest that unicellular organisms growing in benign and lasting conditions should not age. Aging should be limited to stressful conditions or short-lived environments. This prediction will now be compared with evidence.

Aging is not for all {#Sec25}
--------------------

Compiling all the evidence on aging for relatively well-studied unicellular organisms, three aspects appear to be crucial for aging: (i) the presence of stress in the experiments, (ii) the cell division mechanism and (iii) the ecology of the organism (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). There appear to be two different life expectancy groups: short-lived and long-lived unicells. The short-lived unicells are *Caulobacter crescentus* and *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*. These are the only unicells that show considerable aging without stress. Their cell biology has little in common, but both produce daughter cells by budding, a process where the non-diffusible components of the daughter cell are made *de novo*. They also live in temporary habitats: for an in-depth discussion of the ecology of all organisms we have to refer the reader to Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. We argue that the combination of budding as a facilitating mechanism and inhabiting short-lived environments, giving damage segregation an evolutionary advantage, explains why only these two prokaryotic and eukaryotic unicells age. The fission yeast has a similar ecology to the budding yeast but divides by binary fission and does not age in the absence of stress \[[@CR29]\].

In short-lived environments, early reproduction becomes much more advantageous, also because these environments enable population expansion \[[@CR4]\]. Producing offspring quickly as soon as the habitat has arisen is more beneficial than maintaining cellular function to reproduce late when the environment is short lived, in contrast to the long-lasting environment assumed in UnicellAge. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}B shows that populations of asymmetrically dividing, non-repairing cells contained a fraction of cells that were younger and faster growing than populations of cells that segregated but also repaired damage. The ecology of model organisms is rarely considered, but it turns out to be crucial for understanding why only certain unicells age considerably. A recent analysis of lifespan in birds and mammals came to the similar conclusion that extrinsic mortality, influenced by the ecology and life history of the organisms, can explain the observed variation in life expectancy \[[@CR68]\].

Minimal aging in lasting environments {#Sec26}
-------------------------------------

According to our model predictions, unicells living in lasting environments are not expected to segregate damage under benign conditions as this would not increase their fitness. Some experimental studies, however, suggest a small degree of damage segregation in long-lived unicells, apparently in the absence of stress. Rang *et al.* \[[@CR27]\] have argued that studies using fluorescent proteins in fact apply an extrinsic damage agent or stress, and that this is required for aging to be observed. However, many studies using fluorescent proteins have not detected any fitness effects, e.g. \[[@CR17],[@CR21]\], so the level of stress may be quite small or, as UnicellAge predicts, effects may be masked by repair processes efficiently dealing with most of the damage. Note that *C. crescentus* \[[@CR15]\] and *S. cerevisiae* \[[@CR26]\] do age even if fluorescent proteins are not used. In any case, the studies showing minimal aging of long-lived unicells under no more than small degrees of stress require further consideration.

Let us first consider the extent to which studies showing minimal aging are consistent with the predictions of UnicellAge. As an example study, we chose \[[@CR17]\] because it is a follow-up study of \[[@CR16]\] revealing the contribution of protein aggregates to the growth rate decline. This study should be representative of all that found a similarly small extent of growth rate decline in: *E. coli* \[[@CR16]\], *B. subtilis* \[[@CR18]\], *Mycobacterium smegmatis* \[[@CR19]\] and the diatom *D. brightwellii* \[[@CR20]\]. When growth rate does decline with age, it is clear that some damage was not repaired, but inherited by the old-pole cell. UnicellAge predicted that there is an optimal investment in repair, provided that repair is sufficiently efficient at returning damaged to active material. This suggests that repair of some damage might not be efficient enough. Indeed, some damage might be too difficult or costly to repair, especially damage that organisms do not usually encounter such as the protein aggregate binding chaperone IbpA fused to the fluorescent protein YFP \[[@CR17]\]. Moreover, even if the cell has invested in what would normally be the optimal amount of repair machinery, the rate of repair is never infinite so some residual damage will be present during cell division. Results of UnicellAge also suggest that the effect of a small amount of inert damage on the growth rate is too small to be detectable experimentally. Together, this means that any observed extent of aging should be due to the presumably small fraction of non-repaired, toxic damage. Such damage might be associated with protein aggregates, which have been shown to localise at the cell poles due to passive Brownian motion combined with size exclusion by the nucleoid, resulting unavoidably in preferential location at the old-pole \[[@CR33],[@CR65]\]. This scenario was simulated in Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}B, which shows a similar extent of growth rate decline as in the experiments (Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}A). However, other scenarios not consistent with UnicellAge predictions (Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}C) can also explain the experimental findings. In summary, the observations of minimal aging in long-lived cells neither contradict nor support the predictions of UnicellAge, while the studies finding no aging support the predictions of UnicellAge (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}).

Longer-term studies {#Sec27}
-------------------

The most decisive studies should be those that have followed old- and new-pole cells over the largest number of generations. A recent study by Coelho *et al.* \[[@CR29]\] of the fission yeast followed old- and new-pole cells over more than 30 generations and found fluctuations of growth rate but no clear trend in time under benign conditions. Applying oxidative or heat stress, aging in the sense of an increased time between divisions and probability of death was observed and due to the formation and inheritance of large protein aggregates \[[@CR29]\].

Wang *et al.* \[[@CR21]\] used the same *E. coli* strain with fluorescent protein expression as Stewart *et al.* \[[@CR16]\], but trapped old-pole cells in a microfluidic cul-de-sac environment. They followed the growth of these cells for about 200 generations. The specific growth rates of these old-pole cells fluctuated but did not decline over time, while the probability of sudden death increased, although to a low level of 0.02 per cell and per generation. Interestingly, a *lex*A3 SOS stress response mutant had a constant, higher death probability of 0.027 per cell and per generation. Compare undiminished growth over 200 generations to the less than 30 generations of life expectancy of budding yeast where growth rate drops sharply in the last few generations \[[@CR6],[@CR26],[@CR69]\]. Rang *et al.* \[[@CR25]\] suggested that the old-pole cells tracked by Wang *et al.* \[[@CR21]\] had reached a steady-state age. However, as explained in the Background section, this steady-state hypothesis is inconsistent with the observed increase of the probability of death. In summary, the reasons for the various differences between experimental systems remain unclear and it cannot currently be decided whether aging in the group of long-lived unicells only occurs in the presence of external damage agents or whether minimal yet significant aging also occurs under benign conditions. The latter case would suggest that some toxic damage is not efficiently repairable but can instead be 'automatically' segregated by a passive, diffusion-based mechanism.

More evidence supporting the predictions of UnicellAge {#Sec28}
------------------------------------------------------

There is more empirical backing for the predictions of UnicellAge than the existence of active repair machinery in all organisms studied and the limited extent of aging in some bacteria and fission yeast under benign conditions. Firstly, if aging would in fact be beneficial for all unicellular organisms, either in place of repair or in addition to repair, unicellular organisms dividing by binary fission should have evolved mechanisms for active segregation of damage. However, to our knowledge no active damage segregation mechanisms have been discovered in these organisms, and accumulating evidence is now strongly in favour of passive segregation of protein aggregates in *E. coli* \[[@CR33],[@CR65]\]. This supports the view that active damage segregation mechanisms have not evolved in unicells dividing by binary fission, while budding to facilitate damage segregation is not very common. In budding yeast, damage segregation is now thought to result from tethering of protein aggregates to organelles \[[@CR66],[@CR70]\].

Secondly, the fact that some unicells show considerably less (if any) aging than *Caulobacter* and the budding yeast under similar stress-free laboratory conditions, implying similar damage accumulation rates, suggests that these minimally aging organisms have invested more in repair than budding cells, in line with expectations from our results for steady-state environments (Figure [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}).

Conclusions {#Sec29}
===========

Assumptions made in UnicellAge abstract from the details of real unicellular organisms for generality, yet capture the essence of empirical knowledge better than previous models. Most importantly, UnicellAge combines damage segregation and repair, includes realistic costs of repair and allows damage accumulation or repair to have immediate effects on autocatalytic growth. UnicellAge predicts that active repair mechanisms should exist in all unicells but segregation mechanisms should not, or only as a stress response if large amounts of damage accumulate suddenly. Decline of growth rate with age should be absent under benign conditions, or where present, minimal and due to the small amounts of damage that cannot be efficiently repaired whilst segregating passively, due to stochastic rather than active mechanisms. These predictions are much better supported by evidence than previous models' predictions of complete asymmetry and absence of repair. However, some unicells do age considerably without stress. We argue that this can be explained by the ecology and cell biology of these organisms: all inhabit short-lived environments and evolved a budding mechanism for cell division, which facilitates damage segregation. Distinguishing between (a) benign versus stressful conditions, (b) inhabiting lasting versus ephemeral environments, and (c) morphologically symmetric versus budding mechanisms of cell division resolves many of the discrepancies in the literature. Aging is not beneficial for unicellular organisms in well-mixed, lasting and benign environments.

Methods {#Sec30}
=======

Simulation protocol {#Sec31}
-------------------

For simulations of the constant environment, the substrate concentration was set fixed to the half-saturation constant *K*~*S*~, and populations were initialised either with 1,000 cells of one strategy or with 500 each of two competing strategies. To assess the fitness of a single population following a given strategy in isolation, the mean specific growth rate of all cells in the population was sampled once a day after a stochastic steady state had been reached (over the final 400 days of a 500-day simulation), and the mean of these calculated. For the dynamic environment, populations were seeded either with 2,000 cells of one strategy or with 1,000 each of two competing strategies. As with mean specific growth rate in the constant environment, substrate concentration was recorded daily after reaching steady state, over the final 400 days of a 500-day chemostat simulation, and averaged.

For the lineage simulations replicating the experiments of Lindner *et al.* \[[@CR17]\], the population was first simulated in a constant environment to mimic inoculation from a pre-culture growing under the same conditions. Parameters used in these simulations were: maximum growth rate *μ*~*max*~ = 3 h^−1^ and constant substrate concentration *S* = 5.64 mg L^−1^ to reflect the experiments. Fifteen cells were randomly selected from the final output of the pre-culture, i.e. at steady state, and the two immediate offspring of each of these 15 used as progenitors (i.e. 30 progenitor cells) for a simulation with identical parameters but without removal of cells from the population. These simulations ran until the total population reached 8,000 to ensure that all cells underwent at least six divisions, from which the lineage trees were constructed. Growth rates were normalised by generation and averaged, as in \[[@CR17]\].

Statistical analysis of competitions {#Sec32}
------------------------------------

The fitnesses of aging strategies were initially ranked based on simulations of single strategies in isolation. To verify these rankings, we then performed pairwise competitions between strategies next in rank, which most of the time confirmed the initial rankings but not always. For deciding competitiveness, we tested the null hypothesis that the binomial probability of each of the two competing strategies being washed out was equal, i.e. 50:50. If this had to be rejected, then the strategy washed out less often was considered to have a significant competitive advantage. Results of all competitions are provided in Additional file [5](#MOESM5){ref-type="media"}. Additional file [15](#MOESM15){ref-type="media"} contains all data shown in figures. For detecting an effect size of 10% (i.e. probability of washout 40:60) at a significance level of 5% (two-sided) and a power of 90%, up to 518 pairwise competitions between the strategies were required. If the effect was larger, fewer competitions were simulated. Note that not all competitions led to washout within the 500-day maximum simulated time; these draws were ignored.

Software and hardware used {#Sec33}
--------------------------

UnicellAge (included as Additional file [16](#MOESM16){ref-type="media"}) is free open-source software written in Java™ version 1.6 and based on iDynoMiCS \[[@CR35]\] version 1.1, and was run on both a High Performance Computing Cluster and a Dell Precision T1500 PC with 8 GB RAM under a Linux operating system. Custom analysis scripts were written in Python \[[@CR71]\] and are included in the UnicellAge repository accessible from \[[@CR42]\]. All figures were produced using the Python module Matplotlib \[[@CR72]\].

Additional files {#Sec34}
================

Additional file 1:**Supplementary text.** Complete model description and equations, and supplementary results and discussions including structural robustness of the model, comparison with the model of Erjavec *et al.* \[[@CR32]\], and the role of ecology in aging.Additional file 2:**Explaining the qualitative behaviour of various elements of the model equations.** **(A)** Specific growth rate declines with age, defined as the fraction of damaged material. This decline is either linear for inert damage (black) or concave quadratic for toxic damage (red). **(B)** Specific growth rate increases with substrate concentration, μ(*S*), following saturation (Monod) kinetics (solid line), reaching half its maximal rate at a substrate concentration of *K* ~*S*~ (dotted line). **(C)** Specific growth rate decreases linearly with investment in repair since the fraction of protein involved in repair does not contribute to growth. **(D)** The specific repair rate is Equation 10 (in Additional file 1) divided by total protein, making it a function of β and age. The specific repair rate initially increases with increasing age since damaged protein is the substrate of the repair process, but since the amount of enzyme for the repair process is proportional to active protein, the specific repair rate then declines as age tends to one. Increasing investment in repair increases the specific rate of repair and also increases the age at which this rate peaks.Additional file 3:**List of variables and parameters used.** The parameter values were taken from measurements of *Escherichia coli* growing on glucose as the limiting nutrient wherever possible. \*The protein amount triggering division is based on total protein, i.e. *P* ~*act*~ + *P* ~*dam*~. Note that 621 fg is equivalent to a spherical radius of 0.8 μm (volume approximately 2 μm^3^) as dry biomass density is 290 g L^−1^ \[[@CR73]\].Additional file 4:**Fitness of damage repair and segregation strategies with increasing damage accumulation rate.** *This figure adds fixed investment into repair and the mid-symmetric strategy, which had intermediate fitness, to Figure 2.* The fitness of the symmetric (blue), mid-symmetric (green) and asymmetric (red) damage segregation strategies increased when combined with repair (solid lines without repair, dashed lines with repair fixed at β = 0.01). Optimal investment in repair was always fittest (dash-dotted lines), most of all in the absence of segregation. Fitness differences were much smaller when damage was inert **(A, C)** than when it was toxic **(B, D)**. Note that in the constant environment **(A, B)** fitness is determined by specific growth rate, while in the dynamic environment **(C, D)** fitness is determined by the ability to persist at the lowest substrate concentration. Error bars show standard deviations (*n* = 400).Additional file 5:**Competition spreadsheet.** Competitions were performed as described in the Methods section. All competition results are listed in this spreadsheet (xlsx format), organised into the following sheets: Const Inert -- constant environment, damage is inert; Const Toxic -- constant environment, damage is toxic; Chemo Inert -- dynamic environment (chemostat), damage is inert; Chemo Toxic -- dynamic environment (chemostat), damage is toxic.Additional file 6:**Existence of an optimal investment in repair for symmetric, mid-symmetric and asymmetric damage segregation strategies.** *This figure adds the mid-symmetric damage segregation strategy to Figure 3 showing that intermediate asymmetry results in an intermediate specific growth rate response.* The dependence of the mean specific growth rate on the level of investment in repair β is shown for completely asymmetric (red), mid-symmetric (green) and completely symmetric (blue) segregation strategies at a damage accumulation rate of 0.1 h^−1^. Optimal investment in repair β is indicated by circles. The less damage was segregated, the more beneficial it became to repair it, such that repair without segregation reached the highest fitness overall. Damage is assumed to be **(A)** inert or **(B)** toxic. The environment is constant. Error bars show standard deviations (*n* = 400).Additional file 7:**The optimal investment in repair (β) increased with damage accumulation rate.** Asymmetric (red), mid-symmetric (green) and symmetric (blue) damage segregation strategies showed similar trends. Abrupt deviations from a smooth increase were due to older age classes becoming extinct at certain damage accumulation rates and also imprecise determination of optimal values of β due to broad optima. The increase of the optimal investment in repair with damage accumulation rate was much lower for inert damage **(A, C)** than for toxic damage **(B, D)**. Trends were similar within the same environment, whether constant **(A, B)** or dynamic **(C, D)**.Additional file 8:**Mean age increased with damage accumulation rate.** Age, defined as the fraction of damaged protein, increased with damage accumulation rate, regardless of whether the environment was constant **(A, B)** or dynamic **(C, D)** or whether damage was inert **(A, C)** or toxic**(B, D)**. Asymmetric (red), mid-symmetric (green) and symmetric (blue) damage segregation strategies showed similar trends, but there were notable differences between repair strategies: strategies without repair (solid lines) were oldest, strategies with fixed repair were intermediate (dashed lines, β fixed at 0.01), and strategies with optimal investment in repair were youngest (dash-dotted lines). Surprisingly, strategies with optimal investment in repair had a lower age when damage was toxic than when it was inert. Note that age cannot exceed one and that populations may become extinct if they are too old to grow fast enough. Error bars show standard deviations (*n* = 400).Additional file 9:**Growth yield decreased due to repair if damage was inert but increased if toxic.** The asymmetric (red), mid-symmetric (green) and symmetric (blue) segregation strategies without repair (solid lines), with fixed repair (β = 0.01, dashed lines) and with optimal repair (dash-dotted lines) are shown. Yields mostly decreased with increasing damage accumulation rate, much more so if the damage was toxic **(B)**. Only if damage was inert and repair absent, did yield remain constant **(A)**. Repair had two effects on growth yield: it converted damaged into active biomass with some loss of mass, therefore reducing yield, but it enabled more cells to grow sufficiently fast to remain in the system despite dilution. The latter effect appeared to be stronger if the damage was toxic. Growth yields could only be determined in the dynamic environment where substrate concentration was not kept constant. Where values are not shown, the population had been washed out. Error bars show standard deviations (*n* = 400).Additional file 10:**Repair efficiency affects which strategy is fittest.** Damage accumulation rate and repair yield (repair efficiency) were varied for inert and toxic damage. Fitness was evaluated by competition in the constant environment. Strategies were: (N) non-repairers regardless of the damage segregation strategy when the latter had insignificant effects on fitness; (SO) symmetric with optimal repair and (AO) asymmetric with optimal repair.Additional file 11:**Exponential growth with toxic damage in a constant environment without repair.** Mean specific growth rates (per arbitrary time unit) of different damage segregation strategies when growth is exponential (Additional file 1: Equations 21 and 22): asymmetric (red), mid-symmetric (green) and symmetric (blue). **(A, B)** Division is triggered by *total* protein, the default for UnicellAge. **(C, D)** Division is triggered by *active* protein only, as in \[[@CR30]\]. **(A, C)** Without degradation (*k* = 0.00), the default for UnicellAge. **(B, D)** With degradation (*k* = 0.69), as in \[[@CR32]\]. **(A)**--**(D)** should also be compared with the corresponding panels in Additional file 12 for linear growth. Conditions and assumptions for panel **(A)** are equivalent (although with different units and parameters) to those made in UnicellAge; see Additional file 4B. Results for UnicellAge under these conditions are qualitatively the same as the results from the re-implemented model \[[@CR32]\]. Error bars are standard deviations (*n* = 400).Additional file 12:**Linear growth with toxic damage in a constant environment without repair.** Mean specific growth rates (per arbitrary time unit) of different damage segregation strategies when growth is linear as in \[[@CR32]\] (Additional file 1: Equations 20 and 22): asymmetric (red), mid-symmetric (green) and symmetric (blue). **(A, B)** Division is triggered by *total* protein, the default for UnicellAge. **(C, D)** Division is triggered by *active* protein only, as in \[[@CR32]\]. **(A, C)** Without degradation (*k* = 0.00), the default for UnicellAge. **(B, D)** With degradation (*k* = 0.69), as in \[[@CR32]\]. **(A, B)** Symmetric division had a minimally but not significantly higher specific growth rate than mid-symmetric division. **(A)**--**(D)** should also be compared with the corresponding panels in Additional file 11 for exponential growth. Error bars are standard deviations (*n* = 400). For comparison with the results of \[[@CR32]\], panel **(E)** reproduces their Figure 3A with permission (© 2008 The National Academy of Sciences of the USA). Their parameter *re* (retention of damage) is equivalent to α in UnicellAge, with 0 indicating symmetric division.Additional file 13:**Effect of stochasticity in damage segregation.** Lineages were simulated using the same method as in Figure 5 and Additional file 14; see also Simulation protocol. The standard deviation of the damage segregation parameter α increases from row to row: **(A, B)** *α* ~*dev*~ = 0.00; **(C, D)** *α* ~*dev*~ = 0.25 as in Figure 5B,C; **(E, F)** *α* ~*dev*~ = 0.50. The left column **(A, C, E)** shows the scenario of low segregation of high damage (α = 0.05, *a* = 0.35 h^−1^) showing that the spread of mean growth rates and standard deviations increases with increasing *α* ~*dev*~. The right column **(B, D, F)** shows the scenario of high segregation of low damage (α = 0.75, *a* = 0.04 h^−1^) showing the opposite effect. All other parameters were fixed and the same as in Figure 5B,C: division radius CV = 0.05 and baby mass fraction CV = 0.05. Error bars show standard deviations (*n* = 17 to 30).Additional file 14:**Effect of stochasticity in size at division and daughter cell sizes.** Lineages were simulated using the same method as in Figure 5 and Additional file 13; see also Simulation protocol. For the top row, the threshold radius triggering division was deterministic (division radius CV = 0) **(A)** or allowed to vary (division radius CV = 0.1) **(B)**. For the bottom row, the mother's total material is divided deterministically into identically sized daughter cells (baby mass fraction CV = 0) **(C)** or stochastically, leading to somewhat differently sized daughter cells (baby mass fraction CV = 0.1) **(D)**. The other CVs had default values of 0.05 as in Figure 5C and Additional file 13C. The effect of stochasticity in size at division and daughter cell sizes was negligible, especially when compared with the effect of varying *α* ~*dev*~ in Additional file 13. Error bars show standard deviations (*n* = 30).Additional file 15:**Results spreadsheet.** All data used in Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5 and Additional files 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13 and 14 are listed in this spreadsheet.Additional file 16:**UnicellAge source code.** The full source code of UnicellAge, written in Java™, along with analysis scripts, written in Python. We recommend exploring the source code in an integrated development environment (IDE) such as Eclipse \[[@CR74]\].
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